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Figure: Description of SAPERION ECM

2 SAPERION ECM Editions

Figure: Information architecture

2.1 SAPERION ECM SMB Edition
SAPERION ECM SMB Edition is an entry-level package for up to 10 users that can be augmented
with clients and additional options in order to meet your precise needs. SAPERION ECM SMB
Edition (Windows only) contains the following:




Server: 1 Small Document Server (up to 20 GB), 1 Broker Server
Clients: 1 Admin only Client
Functional components: AdHoc Workflow

2.2 SAPERION ECM Standard Edition
SAPERION ECM Standard Edition provides the foundation you need to administer your
documents in larger enterprises. It can be augmented with clients and additional options in
order to meet your precise needs.
SAPERION ECM Standard Edition contains the following:




Server: 1 Document Server, 1 Broker Server
Clients: 1 Admin only Client
Functional components: AdHoc Workflow

Please refer to the SAPERION compatibility list for exact system availability on the various
operating system platforms.

Figure: Search and cooperation technology

3 SAPERION Workflow Standard Edition
SAPERION Workflow Standard Edition supports important compliance requirements and offers
a large number of functions for elevating business processes and improving their efficiency.
Typical functions include forwarding a business event from one activity to the next (including
role-based distribution and deputy rules) and data history for auditing or evaluation and
optimization. The system checks deadlines and initiates escalations if exceeded. If a reminder
is reached, the relevant business event will be placed back into the user's inbox.

Figure: Business Process Improvement Lifecycle

ProcessDesigner enables modeling of work steps in a graphical interface. As a result, even
users without programming knowledge can create simple business processes.

Figure: Modeling of structured business processes with the Process Designer

SAPERION Workflow keeps a history of all actions that are completed during handling of a
business event, thereby enabling seamless documentation of the process at a later time.

Related data can be recorded and used later for statistical evaluations. These data are the
foundation for cyclical optimization of business processes.
The user receives in his workflow inbox business events that require processing, i.e. either in
his personal inbox or in one of the group inboxes if he is a member of the group. The user
interface is identical to that of SAPERION ECM Editions, so the user remains in his familiar
environment, thereby minimizing the time required to adapt to the system.
Line managers or administrators can obtain an overview of the status of active processes and
actively intervene if necessary. For example, they can re-delegate a task, freeze a business
event, or stop it entirely.
Core functionalities:
 graphical modeling of structured business processes
 ad hoc definition and starting of small processes by the responsible person
 flexibly adaptable working inbox with reminders, delegation, and remarks
 intervention into ongoing events via a monitoring panel for managers
 ability to view the history of ongoing and completed business events
 protocol of all workflow actions as the basis for statistical evaluations
Compliance:
SAPERION Workflow Edition supports enterprises in their efforts to comply with legal
regulations. Every work procedure is protocoled, making it auditable.
Monitoring functions provide transparency.
Productivity:
Clear role and task allocation improves the efficiency of your employees. This lowers costs
and improved process quality and transparency.
Modeling of business processes:
Roles, authorizations, and responsibilities are clearly assigned to each individual employee;
corresponding documents are then automatically forwarded to them.
Serial and parallel procedures are possible and multiple processes can be easily linked to each
other.
User friendliness:
Realistic depiction of work procedures is easy to accomplish, in most cases without
programming knowledge. Approvals, signing, and forwarding of documents as well as
escalation processes, reminders, and deputy rules are implemented and easily configured. Ad
hoc workflows control uncommon or one-time processes.
Continuous optimization:
SAPERION Workflow protocols all process actions, thereby creating the ideal foundation for
controlling and monitoring tasks (such as near time business activity monitoring). As a result,
line managers are informed early about critical situations and can avoid problems by taking
proactive measures. For example, personnel who currently have less to do can be deployed
where they are currently needed most. Department leaders can keep an eye on important
reference figures and initiate correctional measures as needed.
SAPERION Workflow Standard Edition contains the following:




Server: 1 Document Server (limited functionality: without non-revisable saving), 1
Workflow Server
Clients: 1 Admin only Client
Additionally required license: EventScript option

Please refer to the SAPERION compatibility list for exact system availability on the various
operating system platforms.

4 SAPERION Server
4.1 Document Server
Document Server from SAPERION is one of the highest performing and most secure archive
and DMS backends currently available on the global market.
It provides highly refined failover and allocation mechanisms that predestine it for enterprisewide applications. Thanks to its straightforward installation and configuration procedure, it
can be rolled out quickly.
Through SAPERION Document Server, SAPERION offers a wide variety of storage connections
that range from in-house implementation of jukebox-based filing to support for compliance
stores like EMC Centera or IBM DR-550. Mirroring mechanisms also enable backup to a variety
of media at the most optimal time, so that data is quickly available yet archived in a legally
secure way.
In addition to these highly refined archiving functions, SAPERION Document Server also makes
major contributions to actual operations. High flexibility and simple administration (including
remote maintenance) characterize Document Server in addition to its extensive monitoring
abilities. This is why world-renowned corporations commonly integrate SAPERION products
into their computing centers' regular operations.
Highly refined audit protocols are additional characteristics of Document Server.

4.2 Broker Server
SAPERION Broker Server is the intelligent control center of every SAPERION installation. Its
functions include:











User and license management
Meta-data administration, including queries
Database communication and connection management (using ODBC)
Like SAPERION Document Server, Broker Server offers mechanisms for load balancing,
allocation, and failover for production environments. It also offers expansion
opportunities with additional options like:
Security module
Rendition Services
Reporting and Quality Assurance
Event Script for developing server-side functionality
Workflow (ad hoc workflow already included)

It goes almost without saying that SAPERION Broker Server, like SAPERION Document Server,
can be centrally administered in Microsoft Management Console.
The following sections go into greater depth about some of the characteristics of SAPERION
Broker Server. Please refer to the SAPERION compatibility list for more information regarding
availability on the individual platforms.

4.3 SAPERION Web Gateway Server
SAPERION Web Gateway Server gives the user Web-based access to SAPERION for the Web
Client (uses http). SAPERION Web Gateway Server is the basis for portal integrations and
WebDav. SAPERION Web Gateway Server assumes the role of a special SAPERION client in the
LAN on behalf of each Web Client. The Web server is simply an intermediary between Web
Gateway Server and Web Clients.

4.4 SAPERION Workflow Server
SAPERION Workflow Server offers important functions for supporting compliance and
improving process efficiency. Workflow Server controls all functions related to completing
business processes. Typical functions include forwarding a business event from one activity to
the next (including role-based distribution and deputy rules) and data history for auditing or
evaluation and optimization. Workflow Server checks deadlines and initiates escalations if
deadlines are exceeded. If a reminder has been reached, it places the business event back
into the relevant user’s inbox.

5 SAPERION Server options
5.1 SAPERION COLD Converter (Server)
The COLD Converter option makes it easy to adopt lists and receipts from third-party EDP
systems. This data typically originates from business applications (financial accounting,
inventory management) of a variety of sources (PCs, mainframes) and is prepared for line-byline printing on suitable printers. For this reason, it is often referred to as COLD (Computer
Output on Laser Disk). A typical application would be printing of output receipts on special
forms.
SAPERION COLD Converter (Server) facilitates server control over the COLD process, i.e.
analysis, interpretation, and adoption of print data. Visual Greybar Interface ANSII/ASCII,
EBCDIC, Auto Index Control, Multiple Image Overlays. Server-side deployment. COLD Server is
available for Windows, Linux, and Solaris.
The high flexibility of SAPERION print-data transfer permits not only fully automated archiving
of COLD documents, but also the ability to display and print those documents in true-tooriginal format in a special text editor module of SAPERION Viewer. COLD documents require
only a small amount of memory (approximately 2 kB per page) because the separately
archived form pages are saved only as reference. Rapid, automated provision of this data in
the archive makes it possible to react to customer inquiries quickly.
The COLD Editor has a graphical user interface. Defining index fields on the print forms is
easy to do by simply pulling grey bars over the selections.
The following figure shows the SAPERION COLD Editor for configuring the transfer process.

Figure: SAPERION COLD Editor

5.2 SAPERION Rendering/Format Conversion
The Rendering/Format Conversion option facilitates transfer and archiving of application files
(like files from MS Office, versions 2000 and later) in other formats like image formats or PDF.
Bitmaps and scanned pages can also be rendered. The option must be installed only once on
Broker Server.
The Rendering/Format Conversion option provides the following benefits:






It is based on Broker Server, so it can perform rendering for all clients.
When SAPERION is started, users can print from any application into the SAPERION
Inbox.
Combinations of multiple formats can be generated when needed. For example, a .doc
file can be turned into a properly structured document that consists of the individual
pages as image files, a PDF, and the original.
No additional programs (such as Acrobat Distiller) are required because it includes its
own PDF printer driver.

When considering deployment of the Rendering option, it is important to consider that
generation/rendering of complex or password-protected documents may require additional
services and may not be suitable for automation. Refer to the SAPERION compatibility list for
more information about the availability of this option.

5.3 Full-text connection
Module for integrating full-text search functionality. Can be used with Autonomy, dtSearch,
MS SQL Server with full-text, Oracle with full-text, and others. The full-text connection
enables combined searching via a SAPERION application’s indexing criteria and previously
exported full document text.
The use of full-text in conjunction with SAPERION may require licensing of additional
database options that are not included with SAPERION.

5.4 Multi-tenancy
Multi-tenancy makes it possible to separately administer and process data from multiple
independent users (tenants) in a single system. In a SAPERION system, mutually independent
application environments are created in which tables, templates, users, and administrators
are created and administered separately for each tenant. None of the tenants can view or
change other tenants' data. This option is therefore useful in a corporate group environment,
for application service providers, and for software-as-a-service situations.
Utilization of SAPERION multi-tenancy may result in additional requirements for licensing and
starting SAPERION components.

5.5 Security option
In our increasingly digitized world, securing data against unauthorized access and maintaining
legal compliance when utilizing electronic documents are becoming more and more critical.
SAPERION is prepared to deal with compliance issues. With its Security option, it takes
existing security mechanisms in SAPERION to a whole new level. A basis package provides
document encryption when saving documents to the archiving medium and when signing and
verifying documents.
If documents must be signed with a high level of identification security in compliance with
electronic signature regulations, additional manufacturer-certified signature applications (see
current compatibility list on the SAPERION website) may be used. This gives you the ability to

sign your electronic documents with a qualified signature, converting costly, paper-based
processes into much more efficient electronic processes.
Depending on regulations within your industry, you may be able to destroy original documents
after scanning, if using the Batch Signing function. When this function is desired, SAPERION
performs a trial run to confirm proper format transformation from paper-based to electronic
documents. It then provides the function in conjunction with a manufacturer-certified
signature solution. The function provides all documents in the batch with a qualified
signature all at one time.
When a manufacturer-certified signature solution is used, incoming signed invoices can be
verified before archiving in accordance with GDPdU requirements. The resulting test report is
archived together with the document and the signature. The result is legally valid and can
withstand any tax audit. Non-verifiable documents are not archived and are forwarded to a
special workstation for subsequent handling.
If you need to e-mail a signed document to a third-party (in the case of dispute, for
example), the associated signature file will be automatically included.
If you must retain qualified signed documents for a long period of time and want to uphold a
high level of proof, if a government authority declares one of the signature algorithms as
weak, SAPERION can provide functions for re-signing. In order to ensure performance and
costs, what is known as an ArchSig-compliant hash tree is generated for each medium and
signed with a timestamp. This hash tree contains a hash value for every saved object,
including the signatures. This process is generally suitable for even more robust proof of
document integrity, even if no signed documents are administered.

5.6 Integrated signature application solutions in compliance with Germany’s
Signature Law
SAPERION has integrated manufacturer-certified signature application
solutions from companies secrypt und AuthentiDate. In order to
generate or verify qualified signatures, licenses from these companies
must be purchased in addition to the Security option.
The customer benefits in the following ways:






By using these components, you will fulfill the requirements of Germany's Signature Law
(Signaturgesetz) in addition to the requirements of the Signature Regulation applicable
to products for qualified signatures!
The SAPERION archive for signatures allows you to quickly check qualified signatures
instead of retrieving this information from an online source – which is particularly
important for long-term archiving of signed documents.
If you already receive invoices with digital signatures (sent by e-mail, for example) using
these solutions permits you to take pretax allowances in accordance with section 14,
paragraph 3 of USTG.
The system gives you a GDPdU-compliant means of long-term archiving of electronically
exchanged commercial documents.

Various manufacturer components are used depending on the exact situation:
Situation: Batch verification:
In this situation, new signed documents must be verified before archiving, such as incoming
electronic invoices or documents provided by a scanning service provider. In this case, the
following license is required:
Licenses: AuthentiDate eArchive Module (volume-based)

Situation: Batch signing
In this situation, scanned documents in the SAPERION inbox must be signed for the purpose of
confirming proper format transformation of paper into the electronic version.
KOFAX Ascent Capture or other solutions can be used to transfer scanned documents via the
Release-Script into a SAPERION inbox where they will be signed as a batch.
Licenses: AuthentiDate Scan Signature Module (volume-based) or secrypt digiSeal office pro
(no volume limitation)
Necessary hardware: Signature card reader (refer to the manufacturers' datasheets for
suitable readers)
Situation: Manual signing and verifying of individual documents
SAPERION offers you the opportunity of manually signing and verifying documents that have
already been saved in SAPERION. When needed, the verification results are shown to the user
in the form of a report and archived with the document.
Licenses: AuthentiDate eClient Module or secrypt digiSeal office (both for each workstation),
as many signatures as desired.
Necessary hardware: Signature card reader (refer to the manufacturers' datasheets for
suitable readers)
Situation: Time stamping
In cases requiring confirmation of a document’s content at a specific point in time only,
SAPERION offers the ability to generate time stamps manually or automatically in a
background process. Time stamping is always performed through Broker Server. Accordingly,
only the server (and not the client) requires Internet access for completing the time stamp.
Licenses: AuthentiDate eTimestamp module (yearly volumes)
Situation: Re-signing
An expansion option is available for situations where saved and signed documents must be resigned in SAPERION.
Licenses: SAPERION Re-Sign option together with AuthentiDate Re-Sign Special (time and
volume-based timestamp contingent)
General information about AuthentiDate modules
AuthentiDate modules use the same software component, "AuthentiDate SLM Base
Component", which complies with Germany's Signature Law (see manufacturer´s declaration).
These can be operated locally (Broker Server or client, depending on the specific situation) or
on a separate computer in the local network. In addition to verifying personal signatures, it
can also verify separate timestamps, as well as those that are embedded in the signature
containers as proof of the time when the signature was created. In cases of bulk verifications,
the signature service caches verification data as they are completed. A signature's verification
protocol is archived together with the document as an “evidence record" in XML format
(GDPdU compliant). Communication between the SAPERION archive and the signature service
is also XML-based and proceeds across secure HTTPS connections.
The combination of the SAPERION and the AuthentiDate modules enables long-term archiving
of electronically signed documents according to the internationally recognized ETSI standard
(ETSI TS 101 733).

5.7 Protocol and Quality Assurance option
The Protocol and Quality Assurance components enable continuous monitoring of system
events that occur during utilization of SAPERION. In addition, integrated quality assurance can
also monitor proper saving of archived documents. At the same time, system events are saved
in the protocol tables and can be administered in SAPERION just like other database tables.
With the Protocol and Quality Assurance components, system administrators are given a
comprehensive and highly practical tool for providing support, tracking errors, and providing
documentation for these matters.

5.8 Universal Importer option
The Universal Importer option consists of two components: a functional element within the
Rich Client as well as an independent Java application based on the UBI interface. Both
applications permit bulk importing of application and image files with accompanying index
information (also UNICODE).
The older application element in the Rich Client is limited to accompanying index information
in CSF format and - compared to the Java application - uses a specified index template to
provide the ability to validate index data. In addition to these capabilities, the Java
application also has the ability to adopt index data in XML-formatted files as well as import
and validate documents with accompanying signature files.
Both importers monitor a defined directory for newly added files so these can be archived in
SAPERION. A comprehensive logging mechanism ensures secure data transfer and, if errors
arise, proper traceability. Documents that could not be archived are placed into an error
directory.
Please refer to the compatibility list on the SAPERION website for information about currently
supported platforms and limitations.
The following table lists the functions of these two importers as well as Fast Importer.
Functions (version 2)
CSF
XML
Directory monitoring
Monitoring of subdirectories
Suitable for controlling jobs
Application or image file
Several documents in one
structured document
Multi-value fields
Sub-document (structure)
Revisions
Full-text extraction
Accompanying signature file
Validation rules (template)
Error reporting
Platform
Legend:

X
-

supported
not supported

Universal Importer
Java application
X
X
X
X (XML only)
X
X
X

Universal Importer
Rich Client
X
X
X
X
X

Fast Importer
Rich Client
X
?
?
X

X
X
X
Aperture
X
X
independent

X
o
dtSearch 7
X
o
Windows

X
o
dtSearch 7
o
Windows

O

lesser support

5.9 Fast Importer option
Fast Importer is a high-performance tool for automatically saving large quantities of
application and image data (with associated index information in CSF files) into the SAPERION
archive. Import is started with a Wizard that guides the user through configuration. This
closes after every process and must be restarted for the next process. The logging module is
used for protocoling.

6 SAPERION Clients
Document Management functions (such as capturing, imaging, viewing, document processing
including check-in/check-out, query, ad hoc workflow) can be conveniently accessed from the
SAPERION Standard Client.
A variety of client types are available that can be licensed in the required quantities and in
accordance with the unique situation at your company. As a result, each workstation has a
client with the right range of functions for its particular requirements.

6.1 SAPERION Query Client
Query Clients have pure read-only access to the archive, but are equipped with a wide range
of functions: research, viewing, report, print, document routing, including Microsoft
Outlook®/Lotus Mail Connect®.

6.2 SAPERION Query/Index Client
Like SAPERION Query Client, only in conjunction with research and indexing functions like
pre-allocation, formulas, automated items, check-in/check-out, Smart links, amendments to
notes or other documents.
Manual and automated processes for adopting, indexing, and archiving documents are
supported. The user is offered predefined templates. Pre-allocation and lookup tables
simplify capturing and minimize the chances of errors. Of course, additional options for
automatic indexing like barcodes, ICR/ORC, formula recognition, and others can be used as
well. The user also has the ability to merge any number of different data formats into a
single, structured document, apply fully scalable markups to the document (yellow notes,
black bars, color-coded text markups, predefined stamps, arrows), and automatically convert
application files into TIF or PDF files. (Requirement: SAPERION Option Rendering/Format
Conversion), definition of Smart links (special hyperlinks in the form of rectangular image
excerpts). Clicking on a Smart link can open a special query template or switch to a defined
document). Of course, all functions for displaying and editing image and application files are
available as long as the corresponding application is accessible.

Figure: SAPERION Index Client

6.3 SAPERION Scan Client
SAPERION Scan Client contains all of the functions of SAPERION Query/Index Clients and can
also execute all functions related to scanning. Optical capturing devices can be integrated
into the SAPERION Scan Client which support ISIS MS61 standard. For the best possible
productivity and due to very good customer feedback, we recommend scanners from
manufacturers Kodak, Fujitsu, or Canon. If you are using scan-support products from
manufacturer Kofax, refer to www.kofax.com for assistance in selecting suitable devices.

6.4 SAPERION Advanced Scan Client
The SAPERION Advanced Scan Client contains all of the functions of SAPERION Scan Client. But
it does not have any limitations on scanning speed like those with SAPERION Scan Client.
Scanner controlled by SCSI, ISIS, TWAIN, or Kofax Adrenaline Board support; unlimited number
of pages per minute.

6.5 SAPERION Universal Client/SAPERION Admin Client
When signing on as SAPERION Universal/Admin Client, all client functions are available in
addition to all administrative functions for administering users or creating tables, templates,
and (in the case of the Event Script option) macros.

6.6 SAPERION Admin Only Client
Contained in SAPERION Solutions. Admin functions for users, tables, and templates; only for
administrative use and in test systems; the relevant clients must be licensed for productive
operation.

6.7 SAPERION Web Query Client
This client uses a Web browser-based interface, making it platform independent. It has the
same general functions as Query Client, but a few limitations that make it more economical.
This client requires SAPERION Web Gateway Server. Please refer to the current compatibility
list on the SAPERION website for information on supported browsers.

6.8 SAPERION Web Query/Index Client
This client uses a Web browser-based interface, making it platform independent. It has the
same general functions as Query/Index Client, but a few limitations that make it more
economical. This client requires SAPERION Web Gateway Server. Please refer to the current
compatibility list on the SAPERION website for information on supported browsers.

7 SAPERION CD-R Query Archive
Provides an external archive on CD-R for retrieval, view, report, print. During digital audits,
auditors must be provided with relevant documents in digital form. The CD-R Query Archive is
a good solution for this. Archives or parts of archives can be placed on a CD or DVD and
provided to the auditors. A Reader version of SAPERION is placed on the data carrier in
addition to the archived data so that users may view the documents without requiring
additional software and without installing SAPERION on their computer. All required
information is located on the CD. SAPERION can be started directly from the self-supporting
CD.
The user has all of the same options as if using a normal SAPERION Query Client in the
network, i.e. indexing, modifying, and filing documents is not possible.

8

Microsoft Office Integration
In today's companies, Office documents of all types are of critical importance. The Office
Integration option allows you to archive these documents directly from Microsoft Office
applications like Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook.
Using the Microsoft Office Integration option has an effect only when saving a document that
has been created. Then you have the option of archiving the document directly in SAPERION
instead of saving it to your hard drive.
By integrating SAPERION completely in this way, all of the documents you create will have the
beneficial characteristics of the SAPERION system, such as the ability to perform legally
secure archiving, from the very beginning. Using the Microsoft Office Integration option does
not change normal Office procedures. At the same time, the documents are filed with the
desired structure and are automatically available to other users.
You also have the ability to research within the SAPERION archive from within the Office
application. In this way, documents that you have created and archived can be located and
edited when needed. All of the necessary functions are integrated directly into the Office

interface. As a result, it is no longer necessary to leave the Office application in order to do
things like research an archived document in the SAPERION archive.
Figure: Integration in Microsoft Word

A variety of index criteria are defined when configuring
archiving for a certain document type. Index criteria may
be variables (such as "letter" document type), document
properties (such as the author of the document), or parts
of the document (such as content of a certain Excel cell).
You also have the ability to research within the SAPERION
archive from within the Office application directly. As
result, documents that you create can be found again and
edited at any time and media breaks are avoided.
In addition to the archiving and research functions, Office
Integration contains the following advanced functions:











Links to SAPERION documents
When working in Office applications, you have the ability to create a link to an
application file archived in SAPERION. By clicking on this link, a user who has access to
SAPERION can open this file directly from the Office application.
In Microsoft Outlook, you also have the ability to send a link to a SAPERION document.
The recipient of the e-mail will receive either a direct link to the selected document so
he can open it directly (assuming he has access to SAPERION) or a link to the inserted
original document.
Link management
During archiving, links in an Office document to other Office documents are taken into
consideration. Linked documents are added to the SAPERION document during archiving.
Rendering of Office documents
When the Rendering option is available, documents can be immediately rendered to TIF
or PDF during archiving.

Figure: Microsoft Office Integration

9 SAPERION E-Mail Lifecycle Management
E-mail infrastructure has grown into a seemingly bottomless pit that swallows time and money
at many corporations. At the same time, corporations are now responsible for securing
seamless verification of all processes and interactions related to e-mail correspondence. This
is the only way for them to fulfill national and international laws and regulations.

Figure: E-Mail integration with E-Mail Lifecycle Management

Automated archiving of e-mails expands the system’s administrative functions. Compression
and elimination of duplicates (“single instance” process) significantly reduce the storage
capacity needed for e-mail archiving, reducing loads on the mail server by up to 80%.
SAPERION ELM enables archiving through flexible, rule-based archiving profiles. E-mails can
be securely archived at set time intervals, according to their properties, or after reaching a
certain size and quantity. This ensures legally mandated, seamless recording, traceability,
and restoration of archived e-mails. The need for formats that are accessible over the long
term and standardized according to ISO can be met through automatic conversion (rendering)
of the e-mail to TIF or PDF.
Seamless integration into existing e-mail applications ensures that nothing will change for the
user. The way users interact with their e-mail application like Outlook or Notes will remain
the same. As a result, there is no need to give the employees additional training.
For example, SAPERION Outlook integration enables manual archiving of e-mails and research
into SAPERION documents from within Outlook.
The following figure shows SAPERION Outlook integration.

Figure: Integration in Microsoft Outlook

10 SAPERION Inbound Suite for SAP® – Digital Mailroom for SAP®
All documents in incoming mail are identified in the Digital mailroom (regardless of their
type), processed, and provided to the SAP®-ERP system in structured form for further
processing.
The information can be obtained from all common corporate input channels, such as paper,
fax,
e-mail, speech, Web forms, or portals.
This gives SAPERION Inbound Suite the ability to avoid common media breaks.
Digital mailroom for SAP® gives SAP® users a variety of benefits over conventional ways to
handle incoming mail:


Automatic categorization of incoming mail documents (letters, faxes, e-mail) results in
a significantly more efficient mail system.



Automated data extraction and Wizard-supported data completion in SAP® reduce
employee workloads and improve productivity in finance, accounting, customer
management, and human resources.



Legal requirements for non-revisable and fully-documented corporate processes are
completely ful-filled.

InboundLink is the suite's interface between document capture and SAP and was designed to
use only SAP® standards. SAP® Objects, SAP® Business Workflow processes, SAP® EDI interface,
and SAP® ArchiveLink are used without modifications to the SAP system. This ensures
releaseability of all SAPERION-installed interfaces in the SAP® system and enables rapid and
easy integration into existing applications.
Document-handling processes are coupled with SAP Business Workflows exclusively through
configuration of SAPERION InboundLink, thereby eliminating costly development of extensions
to the SAP system.
The SAP® system forwards recognized documents directly to the InboundCenter so the suite’s
InboundCenter module will be able to assign those documents to the corresponding SAP® data
(master and transaction data). This procedure is time-based or can be triggered manually.
All functions for provision of information from InboundCenter into the SAP® system can be
extended at any time. Therefore, in addition to invoices, a wide variety of documents can be
processed, such as personnel, purchasing, or sales documents.

Figure: Process of automatic document capturing

10.1 SAPERION Inbound Center
SAPERION Inbound Suite automatically assigns digitized documents to corporate processes,
departments, or employees.
In doing so, extraction and classification processes are used that incorporate both graphical
characteristics for layout classification as well as content characteristics for text
classification.
Special assignment regulations and exceptions can be defined individually within the rule
framework.
In order to eliminate assignment errors, classification error tolerance can be defined by
means of an integrated referencing process.
SAPERION Inbound Suite can be augmented with suitable components from our partners in
order to meet your precise needs. Available options include KOFAX Ascent Capture with Xtrata
Pro from DICOM, Xtract for Documents from Docutec, AUTSTORE from NSI, and DokuStar
Professional from OCÉ.














Classification of a document (paper, fax, e-mail, etc.) using pattern detection (logos,
physical structure, etc.)
Classification of a document using content
Extraction of index information from documents
Automatic database and master-data matching with existing customer data or item
databases
Language identification for incoming documents
Scanning, including image optimization
Barcode recognition
Automatic document separation
Classification through text and layout
Continuous improvement of
Recognition through data matching, such as master data, order data
Recognition of tabular values, such as order or invoice positions
Multi-tenancy, including statistics

Figure: Process of automatic document capturing

Inbound Suite scales up as your requirements grow. All types of tasks are supported, from
simple document capturing with manual indexing, to automatic classification and subsequent
extraction, to fully automated booking of invoice data.
Pre-configured modules for dedicated applications like personnel management, invoice
processing, or ordering ensure that the solution is launched quickly.
Decentralized capturing is possible: If you give your employees multi-function devices on
every floor of your building, you can capture and efficiently index documents decentrally.

Figure: Process of document capturing and archiving
SAPERION Inbound Suite comprises components and interfaces to third-party products that
provide access to all types of functions for professional capturing of paper documents in a
digital mailroom for further electronic processing.
Depending on your requirements, you have access to a variety of solutions from our partners
with their own interfaces to SAPERION. These are described below under the “powered by”
sections.

10.2 SAPERION Invoice Analyzer
Incoming invoices with and without an order reference in the SAP® system are processed in
SAPERION Invoice Analyzer, a special module of SAPERION InboundCenter.
InboundCenter is tied seamlessly into the KOFAX Ascent Capture infrastructure, which
processes all types of information. In the case of invoices, SAPERION InvoiceAnalyzer
automatically recognizes the creditors and extracts invoice data.
SAPERION InvoiceAnalyzer utilizes free-form extraction. Unlike form-based methods, this does
not require knowledge of how the invoice is structured. As a result, the solution has a high
level of accuracy with low set-up costs, even when handling unknown invoice formats.

Figure: SAPERION InvoiceAnalyzer process diagram

SAPERION InvoiceAnalyzer processes incoming invoices according to a general set of rules that
is available immediately after installation and recognizes header line information (invoice
date, invoice number, order number, net amount, value added tax, and gross amount) with a
recognition rate at the field level of approximately 70%.
The module has a ready-to-use, general set of rules for extracting invoice data. This
minimizes the cost of adapting to the existing stock of documents.
InvoiceAnalyzer uses master data stored in the SAP® system in order to reliably recognize
creditors, while order and transaction data stored there are referenced for verification of
invoice data. As a result, it uses read-out and provided information in invoices to determine
where there is reference to an order.
When manual validation (if required) is concluded, the processed invoice document is
transferred to the SAP® system together with its data. There SAPERION InboundLink receives
the data and utilizes additional status information to ensure proper processing by triggering
the appropriate SAP Business Workflows.
If all data match the data in the order, the invoice is booked directly through the SAP®
Standard BAPI® (Business Application Programming Interface). Technical and logistical invoice
inspection via Workflow can begin. If only some of the information match, only pre-capture is
performed. Documents without any match are not booked, but instead sent into an errorresolution workflow. Here as well, the benefits of archiving can be seen, because the
documents are available electronically for error resolution.

11 SAPERION CAD Suite
Administering CAD drawings places special challenges on a document management system
(DMS), particularly in terms of link management, sending CAD drawings by e-mail, workflow,
and integration into third-party systems. SAPERION CAD Suite is the ideal solution for these
complex requirements.
With the aid of the CAD viewer contained in SAPERION, drawings in DWG and DXF format can
be viewed and, with proper authorization, edited. In other words, this is a CAD viewer with
redlining functions. The viewer can depict files in all common paper formats.
SAPERION® CAD Viewer provides a variety of display functions for scaling, rotating, and
printing. Redlining functions include tools for inserting objects like text, circles, lines,
shapes, arches, and ellipses into the existing drawing and subsequently editing these items.
Editing can proceed in several different modes; at the highest level, the CAD drawing can also
be edited.

12 Benefits of the SAPERION solution















A system with virtually unlimited scalability
You can easily expand your existing applications with the extensive range of SAPERION
functions and then add on as needed. A coordinated, modular design makes it all
possible.
Standardized interfaces make integration as easy as possible
SAPERION will be a strong backbone for your entire IT infrastructure; standardized
interfaces to all important systems (such as SAP, Microsoft Office, Microsoft Sharepoint,
Navison, Baan, Notes) will make it a key component in your technology landscape.
SAPERION launches quickly and reliably. You will receive products that you can start
using right away. The general idea: plug-in, switch on, and starting using. Although the
Standard version contains a comprehensive range of functions, you can make
adjustments to meet your individualized requirements at any time.
No hidden costs and only minimal maintenance costs
Things that are often "extra” are included in the SAPERION package: Script Engine, JB
activation, WF Designer, Security, Protocol, etc.
Becoming acquainted with SAPERION is easy because it is integrated into familiar
environments like Microsoft Office, SAP, and others.
Unequaled functionality on a stable platform SAPERION develops many business-critical
applications in-house. Its Basis package has been installed and proven hundreds of
times. All applications are highly stable and have functions that are ideally coordinated
with each other.
Higher quality in every department: SAPERION increases productivity, reduces working
time, and lowers costs. Intelligent workflow applications with a high level of automation
will make your company's procedures measurably more efficient and give you faster
reaction times. Your customers will thank you for it.
Lightning-fast access to all of your company’s documents. All information, documents,
and procedures are stored digitally and available at the click of a mouse – exactly when
and where you need them. As a result, your employees will be productive at all times
and no matter where they are.
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